


About this deck.

This deck contains the slides presented to the developer scrutiny panel.

Subsequent to the meeting, we’ve added slides in each section to provide additional useful information 

and give an overview of the questions and comments raised by the panel. These slides are marked with 

this icon:

Please remember that this slide deck was used as a basis for discussion and feedback, and so some of 

the contents are proposals and may not be definite. Please don’t hesitate to speak to us if you need any 

clarity - we’re here to help. You can email our customer engagement team at 

keyaccounts.strategicpartnering@thameswater.co.uk







Also present from Thames Water
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Before we begin.
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Test: 3pm 

Wednesdays

If evacuated: 

head to car 

park entrance



The panel’s mandate. 
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• Act as a valuable sounding board for our ideas and our change and improvement plans, providing constructive 

feedback and flagging gaps or issues

• Provide developer insight and feedback– share what you and your colleagues think, including views on matters 

such as:

− Key issues of current or emerging concern for developers arising in the marketplace

− Our service, and how effective our initiatives are in addressing developer issues

− Best practice observed in other water and utility companies we should emulate

• Support us in sharing information with developers

− Support us in reaching colleagues within your company

− Advise us of opportunities to reach the wider developer market

− For transparency, we’ll summarise your comments from this meeting and share them publicly through our 

developer newsletter





Our regulatory change programme.
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Currently in flight:

• Code for Adoptions – Water (ie relating to self-lay work)

• Code for Adoptions – Sewerage

• D-MeX

• New connections charging - changes for April 2020

• Levels of Service

• Finalising our 2020-2025 business plan
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Objectives

Share outputs from the Developer Workshop on 13 June and show how these are shaping our 

current thinking on New Connections Charging for 2020 .

Expected Outputs

Feedback from the panel on latest options and preferences so that they can be fine tuned for 

the formal consultation in September

Objectives / Expected Outputs from this session 





















Summary of panel discussion on upfront fees for mains 
applications

• It was clarified that the fee is not an additional charge – it’s just separating the existing costs of application and design out into an 
upfront payment.

Points raised by panel members: 

• Concern that introducing an upfront fee will delay applications. Developers rarely have a company credit card to pay on, so require a 
VAT invoice to pay against - their experience is that getting this can add two to three weeks on to the process. They’re already
seeing a similar delay today with upfront fees for service connections. The panel recommended looking at how to make the admin 
process as slick as possible – for example, could a VAT invoice be auto-generated on application? Alternatively, could 
developers deposit a ‘pot’ of money that Thames Water could draw fees against over the course of a year?

• The cost of checking a self-lay or NAV design should be substantially less than the design fee for Thames Water doing the design. 
Queried if the NAV fee might be cheaper than the self-lay fee, because there is seemingly less to check?

• There need to be clear mains design guidelines to which self-lay providers and NAVs can refer.

• Panel members supported the approach of scaling design fees, e.g. larger sites have to pay a larger sum upfront.

• Whatever the fee structure is, keep it simple so it’s easy to understand and remember.
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Summary of panel discussion on infrastructure charges and 
credits

Points raised by panel members:

• Concern that the example methodology shown at our charging workshop on 13 June 2019 for 

calculating the new ‘credit’ would unfairly penalise mains-layers. The panel felt the principle of a 

scaled credit against infrastructure charges seemed fairer. Panel advised that it would depend on the 

detail, and it was hard to comment fully without seeing further worked examples.

• The panel liked the ability to receive the credit upfront if they paid their infrastructure charges upfront.

• Panel concurred that zonal infrastructure charges would be very unlikely to influence decisions of 

where to develop.

• Advised that (for transparency) our current mains quote could set out the income offset more clearly, 

as well as our excavation costs. Highlighted that UK Power Networks break excavation charges out 

as a third column in their charging arrangements.
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Summary of panel discussion on the transition between old and 
new charging rules.

Points raised by panel members:

• The proposed transition model seems fair. An important thing is that it is simple to understand.

• When you changed your charges in April 2018, you sent out quotes in Feb 2018 showing the price 

under the old rules and the new rules. This was very useful.
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Summary of panel discussion on water efficiency

Points raised by panel members:

• Panel agreed that using charges to drive water efficiency would be very unlikely to influence 

decisions, and it's policy that is the primary factor.
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Summary of panel discussion on consultation.

• Panel were supportive of providing a contact who’d be willing to participate in the research
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Rainfall notes

• We rely on winter rainfall, but the last three winters have each seen below-average rainfall.

• June’s rainfall was high but doesn’t make up for the fact that nine of the last 12 months have had 

below-average rainfall. We are now in deficit.
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In summary

• New homes have been built to a Building Regs standard of 105 litres per person per 
day, but research has suggested actual usage is 110 to 140, which puts stress on 
local water resources.

• We’d like to build up an evidence base to find the amount of water that is genuinely 
being used. Developers are invited to take part.

• All you need to do is send waterefficiency@thameswater.co.uk a list of property 
addresses for homes you’ve built between 2000-2014 (if available, please 
include bedroom numbers for each development) in London or the Thames Valley.

• We’ll do some analysis and provide you with a picture of actual water use per house 
vs planned water use levels. This will help our future water resource planning, and 
inform your sustainability agenda.
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What is a leaky loo?

• Leaky loos are a constant flow of water into the toilet bowl. This could be a tiny trickle or a large flow.
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How to book a free visit

Email: London.sbv@groundwork.org.uk

Call: 020 3638 4321



Summary of panel discussion on water efficiency.

• Panel were interested in participating in  water consumption studies –  advised all he’d 

need was a list of property address for homes built between 2000-2014 in London or Thames Valley 

(also including information on bedroom numbers specific to each development, if available).

• Panel advised the promotional leaflets should be less text heavy when finally designed

• Panel advised all large developers will have group deals on plumbing suppliers – policy needs to 

influence the performance of dual flushes to address the leaky loo problem

• Panel were interested in the Smarter Business Visits scheme, adding that it would also be useful for 

site offices that were static for a number of years.

• (Lendlease) invited  to meet with the Lendlease Sustainability Team
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What we’ll cover.

• Quick recap on what the Code for Adoptions is

• Current programme and next steps for both Waste and Water Codes

• SuDS latest position

• Pumping station adoption process

• Insights

• Q&A
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Current programme status.

Water adoptions (self-lay)

• Redrafting of the Sector Guidance and Model Adoption Agreements following Ofwat's initial review.

• Further external consultation will be conducted on the documents with a view to resubmit to Ofwat in 
September.

• Go live date? Potentially end of October, though the new timeline has not yet been approved by Ofwat.

Wastewater adoptions

• Ofwat have provided early comments on some aspects of the submission.

• Water UK are expecting Ofwat's initial formal response at the end of this month including feedback on the 
proposed Go-Live date of April 2020.

• Go live date? Current date is October 2019.
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Adoption of SuDS

• Still awaiting feedback from Ofwat on the Waste Codes proposals, including definition of SuDS and 

scope for adoption.

• Our current position (as at 10 July 2019) is as follows:

We support the concept of SuDS and their increasing inclusion in new developments. They can provide 

numerous benefits for our sewer network and the environment. However, while we’re happy to adopt 

SuDS, we disagree with Water UK’s proposal that they should be adopted as sewers as this create 3 

significant unintended consequences:

1. Right to Connect

2. Private sewer transfer

3. Competition
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Adoption of Developer-built pumping stations

• Current Insight & feedback

Highlighted at Developer Day, feedback from our CRMs, frequent escalations & complaint history

• Known issues

Too many internal handoffs, delays at obtaining approval of M&E design, inspection sign offs, telemetry 

configuration and land transfer.

• Our proposed approach

Complete end to end review of our processes with all internal stakeholders - complete

Share known pain points and areas for improvement with panel

• Next Steps

Deep dive sessions to set new process pain points to improve efficiency and customer journey
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Summary of panel discussion on pumping station adoptions (1/2)

• Panel queried what the Codes meant for SFA8?  advised that under the Code, SFA8 would cease 

as a standalone document, instead becoming incorporated into the Design and Construction 

Guidance that forms part of the Code.

• Panel advised that other water companies are adopting SuDS, and some NAVs are adopting them 

retrospectively. Developers are pro having SuDS adopted.

• Panel expressed a desire for much clearer guidance on what components are approved for use within a 

SPS, so there are no queries when the SPS is up for adoption. Also that there should be a choice of 

components so you can obtain them at a reasonable cost. advised guidance will be published on 

our website once the Codes go live, under what's known as a 'local practice' - ie guidance specific to 

TW.

• Panel expressed that the ability to release bonds in phases would be valued.  advised that the 

new 'model adoption agreement' that will come in with the Code would facilitate this.
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Summary of panel discussion on pumping station adoptions (2/2)

• Panel emphasised that bonds impact cashflow. Questioned that as NAVs don’t charge bonds, do TW 

have to? Noted that developers need the adoption certificate from TW to achieve a Highways Authority 

adoption, so this is often a bigger lever than the return of the bond.  advised we're currently 

reviewing bond values and limits.

• Panel said legals are often a issue – need monthly updates on where the case is sitting (e.g. with 

whose solicitors) so developers can push it along. They do this in electricity sector. Would like to have a 

direct contact number into your legal department so it’s easier to chase.  advised the adoption 

team in Developer Services get an update from our legal team every 2 weeks, so you can ask your 

direct contact in the adoptions team (as provided on correspondence) for updates.

• Panel highlighted that a key party is often left out of the loop – e.g. the technical approval is sent to the 

developer, but not their engineering consultant, or vice versa. Both parties need to be kept 

informed.  concurred we need to be better at capturing at the application stage which parties 

should stay informed throughout the process.
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Let’s use today to review….

• Recent updates to the pre-planning enquiry form

• Pre-planning enquiry response

• How we plan to improve communication 
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Pre-planning enquiry response

What the CFA (Clean and Waste Water) says :

1. Be based on the expected development parameters. 

2. Indicate the nearest point on the network (if the customer has not indicated a 
preferred point of connection).

3. Recommend an alternative or technically preferred point(s) of connection  …. Plus 
rationale.

4. Specify the validity period.

5. Discuss strategic elements of site drainage / review any technical constraints.
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Additional content

Content in addition to the minimum info outlined by the CFA could be included:

❑Water mains crossing or close to your development

❑Issues with contaminated land

❑Building near a Source Protection Zone
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How we plan to improve communication 

• Personal single point of contact for pre-planning process

• Telephone calls followed up with confirmation emails

• Concise emails kept to one page

• Detailed information hosted on website with hyperlink 
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Summary of panel discussion on pre-planning

• Panel said it was unlikely they’d have phasing information at the outline planning stage, but are happy for it to 
be an optional field on the application form. Advised we should have some surrounding explanation – e.g. 
“We’re asking for your development phasing because this will speed up the process should we need to model 
our network. If you don’t have phasing information, don’t worry – leave this blank and submit the form 
anyway.”

• Panel queried what happens to the report’s validity period if a planning application goes to appeal

• Panel said the new ‘capacity report’ PDF was much better – Local Authorities have previously questioned the 
way we issue the capacity results today (i.e. a paragraph in a letter), as it didn’t seem formal enough.

• As a related matter, panel expressed that getting asset plans from TW was painful as developers cannot pay 
the fee by credit card and have to wait for an invoice before getting the plans. Is auto-invoicing possible 
here?

• Panel said that the new report, which includes a small map showing the Point of Connection, combined with 
the ability to use the Ask the Expert service to speak face to face about a site, is a great improvement overall. 
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Topics

• Clean delivery team structure

• D-MeX – have you had any calls?
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Summary of panel discussion on AOB

• Panel asked for an update on water connection delivery performance at the next panel meeting, with 

our London and Thames Valley service delivery managers, and our Infrastructure Alliance leads

• One panel member had received a D-MeX telephone call – it was regarding work on a particular site, 

but as he deals with a lot of sites he couldn’t remember site specifics on the spot, so gave answers 

more generically about the overall service. 

• Panel advised we seem to be sending out of date ‘meter info sheet’ attachments with our water meter 

quotes
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Diary dates.

Proposed next scrutiny panel meeting date: Wed 30 Oct 2019 (half term week)

New connections charging consultation: Starting 2 September 2019 

Next Reading office ‘Ask the expert’ dates: Thu 18 July, Thu 15 August 2019



Quick feedback survey.
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